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Psychic medium Quinn Thatcher would never be classified as normal. Just ask her mother. Her

people-pleasing skills could use some work, which is why Quinn prefers working with the dead over

the living. Ghosts take her as she is, but when people experience Quinnâ€™s sharp tongue and

sassy attitude, there is no in between. They either love her or want to throw her off the nearest

bridge, with the latter being more typical. Good thing she knows how to swim. When a Scottish

ghost invades her home and insists she resolve his earthly issues, banishing his ghostly presence

becomes priority number one, and a battle of wills and wits ensues until she ultimately agrees.Her

task is easy enough. Return a gem to its rightful owner and then return home, minus the

aggravating ghost. Quinn should know things are never as easy as they seem. Scottish laird Collin

Menzie has lived through his share of problems and is still currently dealing with the aftermath of a

fire that nearly destroyed his ancestral home. When a beautiful American shows up to return his

emerald, her presence starts an unavoidable collision course, in which he questions not only his

destiny but also hers. When dealing with an annoying ghost, an emerald worth a small fortune, and

a sexy-as-hell Highlander, what could possibly go wrong? Quinn is about to find out just how deadly

the combination can be.
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LOVED LOVED LOVED this book. Quinn cracks me up. I loved how she took Ian out. That was so

funny. The chemistry between Quinn and Collin was explosive. This has moved onto my favorites

list. I cannot wait until the next one in September.

Take a kick-butt heroine plus a Highland stud. Mix in a few meddling ghosts and a dishonorable

friend and you have an idea of what you will get with this book. And this is just the start of a new

series.

Not many new series start with international intrigue, mock highlander sword reenactment on

horseback in kilts commando style, a cursed emerald, and a snarky millionaire medium. This book

had me at the first paragraph and I could not read fast enough when I hit the opera singing ghost

(okay, maybe not singing but he attempted to...badly). I can't wait to see if the rest of this series

lives up to the beginning. The Linked Inc. series looks to be one that's worth following..thanks.

Deadly Intent is the first book in Kate Allenton's new Linked Inc. series. It is a Paranormal romantic

suspense novel. It is filled with suspense, romance, and witty humor. If you have not read one of Ms

Allenton's books before, give this book a try. You won't regret it!

Oh my Kate has done it again. The best first book of a new series. This is about a group of psychic

sisters and the first was fast non stop start to finish. Getting book two now can't wait.
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